
Drug company is targeted for refusing to adopt ban on
distribution of execution drug
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A US drug company has been targeted by investors after
declining to participate fully in the embargo against providing
lethal injection drugs to states with the death penalty.
The company, Mylan, of Pennsylvania, makes rocuronium
bromide, which Alabama has just adopted in its new execution
drug protocol. Although the company does not sell directly to
corrections departments in death penalty states, it has not
extracted commitments from resellers to refrain from such sales.
Since 2011 the EuropeanUnion has banned the export of sodium
thiopental, a key anesthetic in lethal injections, and some small
drug manufacturers outside the EU have also refused to sell
sodium thiopental and other execution drugs to US states, citing
pressure from activists and ethical obligations.
The London based human rights organization Reprieve warned
Mylan in a letter dated 30 September that as “the only
FDA-approvedmanufacturer of rocuronium bromide which has
no controls in place to prevent it being sold and used in
executions in the USA,” there was “a very real risk that Mylan
may soon become the go-to provider of execution drugs for
states across the country.”
Mylan refused to add controls on distribution. Reprieve lobbied
investors, and the German asset manager DJE Kapital divested
itself of $70m (£44m; €55m) in Mylan shares. “We don’t want
to support this,” its managing director, Jens Erhardt, told NBC
News. “If clients find out we have shares in companies that
supply that drug, we have problems with our clients.”
Besides its US business, Mylan describes itself as a “leading
developer and supplier of generic medicines [to] wholesalers
and throughout the National Health Service” in the United
Kingdom.
In the face of a tightening industry embargo, death penalty states
have had to scramble for alternative drugs, buying where they
can find willing sellers. Last week Oklahoma suspended

scheduled executions, citing difficulty in obtaining the drugs
needed.1

In 2011 the US Drug Enforcement Agency confiscated
Alabama’s last stocks of sodium thiopental, declaring them
illegal imports. Alabama then switched to pentobarbital, but it
ran out in 2013, halting executions. The state’s attorney general
is now seeking execution dates for nine prisoners under a new
three drug protocol using midazolam followed by rocuronium
bromide and potassium chloride. This strongly implies that the
state already has the drugs.
Midazolam has been associated with a string of botched US
executions in which prisoners died slowly and appeared less
than fully anesthetized. Alabama death row inmates Tommy
Arthur and Christopher Lee Price have challenged the new
protocol, saying that it is experimental and that if the midazolam
fails to render them unconscious the rocuronium bromide, a
paralytic, will prevent them from signaling their awareness,
while the third drug will cause excruciating pain.
In a statement Mylan said, “Mylan is committed to setting new
standards in healthcare and providing access to affordable
medicines for the world’s seven billion people.We are dedicated
to upholding the highest standards of quality and integrity in
everything we do. We only distribute our products through
legally compliant channels, intended for prescription by
healthcare providers consistent with approved labeling or
applicable standard(s) of care.”
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